
Hobart continuous-feed food processors:  
five fast facts
Hobart continuous-feed food processors offer nearly as many benefits 
as there are ways to use them. But here are five to remember.

Time savings    

Hobart food processors have capacities from 11 pounds per minute up 
to 132 pounds per minute, letting you to process large amounts of 
product in a small amount of time. The exclusive de-coring screw allows 
for a full-size hopper, so ingredients can be processed with minimal 
pre-cutting or prep. 

Increased versatility        
Choose from over thirty cutting tools to slice, dice, shred, grate and 
crimp product with the same cut quality every. single. time.

Clean with ease      

The all-aluminum hopper and housing makes cleanup easier and resists 
harsh chemicals. The cutting tools are made of stainless steel so are 
dishwasher-safe, and the feed hopper removes without tools for 
simplified cleaning.

Complete processing     
The de-coring screw deflects product away from the hub for 
thorough processing, and the deflector plate ensures product 
doesn't get stuck in the machine after being processed.  
The 420 RPM cutting tool speed delivers precise cutting  
and dicing without bruising or mashing product. 

Improved ergonomics          
Hobart food processors have an angled front that allows for 
easy product loading without the operator having to lift  
their arm above their shoulder. This ergonomic design 
reduces operator fatigue. 

Hobart continuous-feed 
food processors include 
these valuable features:

1  Exclusive de-coring screw

2  420 RPM cutting tool speed

3 Angled front

4 Large, easily removable  
feed hopper

5 All-aluminum hopper  
and housing

Model shown: FP250
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Hobart ownership benefits 

Hobart exclusive benefits   
Our food processors includes features  
and advantages that aren’t available from  
any other brand at any price.

• De-coring screw
 

Performance  
Hobart processors are built to exceed  
expectations. It’s why so many culinary  
professionals won’t settle for anything else.

• 420 RPM cutting tool speed
• Large, easily removable 

feed hopper
• De-coring screw

Sanitation & cleaning   
Thoughtful designs make Hobart  
food processors easier to clean—so 
operators can spend more time creating.

 • All-aluminum hopper  
and housing

• Large, easily removable 
feed hopper

Ease of use  
Our food processors are engineered 
to work the way people do. Uncomplicated, 
intuitive operation helps produce 
great results.

• Large, easily removable  
feed hopper

• All-aluminum hopper  
and housing

• Angled front

Operator assurance   
Built with the operator in mind, Hobart  
food processors help ensure peace of mind  
during use.

 • Double interlock switch


